French," rebuked the teacher, and the boy answered, "I did just what you told me to.'' The parents of this boy, whom I shall call Joseph, believed him to be a child of superior ability. A student who had taken courses in clinical psychology advised Joseph's mother to take him to the Psychological Clinic for a complete psychological examination. When he came for this examination Joseph appeared to be a well developed boy, in excellent health, but there was nothing in his external appearance which would have marked him among boys of his age except that a discerning observer might have noted that his head was large and particularly well formed. He was of Russian Jewish parentage, and while his parents were ambitious and industrious they were not beyond the ordinary in regard to mental ability or accomplishment. The same statement could be made with reference to all his ancestors of whom we have been able to learn anything. Joseph had no brothers or sisters.
When he was first examined, Joseph read well although he had never had any formal teaching in reading. He could also spell, having mastered phonic analysis for himself. He spelled "plateau" plato but that was not his fault. He developed early in every phase of language ability. Between eight and nine months of age he talked in words, he used long words and sentences at fifteen months and at eighteen months he knew the alphabet from a set of blocks with which he played. At the same time he knew the names of all the animals pictured on this set of blocks. Before he was two years of age he could recognize selections played on the Phonograph, and also knew the names of the artists who rendered them.
The psychological examination proved Joseph to be definitely superior. The to know more about it before he could say. In three weeks' instruction he had learned to count to one thousand, to give the days of the week and the months of the year in French. He had also learned the present of the verb "to be" and the relationships? father, mother, son, etc. Often hearing a word once was sufficient to fix it in his mind. He learned then to say the multiplication tables in French, to add and subtract. He also played games such as '' Buzz'' with his teacher always using French. Next the colors were added.
Small colored blocks used to teach the colors to children were used and the teaching took such forms as "Give me two black blocks and three green blocks."
After this Joseph's study of French changed from mere conversation to the grammar of the language. This of course entailed a study of English grammar of which he knew nothing as far as the terminology was concerned. Such concepts as number, parts of speech, person, conjugation were new. This was difficult but the boy always "took his medicine" well and the work had valuable disciplinary value. He learned without being told in so many words that there was much he yet did not know and also that not everything came just by looking at it. His French teacher observed the same traits we have mentioned before. The pupil was conceited, over-confident, too flip and self-assured. Nevertheless, failure only spurred him on. For example he said he knew the French alphabet and could write the letters although he admitted he had not studied them as he had promised to do. He could not write six of the letters, but undisturbed he came back on second trial and had them all right. The teacher decided to emphasize certain aspects of personality development which were a necessity rather than French which was a luxury.
On 
